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Renewable Fuels Association (RFA)
• Since 1981, the Renewable Fuels Association (RFA) has been the
authoritative voice of the U.S. ethanol industry. Our members are committed
to helping our country become cleaner, safer, and more energy
independent. In creating a forum for ethanol producers and industry
stakeholders, RFA has achieved an unequaled record of results through
action, advocacy and analysis.
• With the most experienced staff in the industry, RFA is able to provide timely,
comprehensive industry information to our members, Congress, federal and
state government agencies, fuel marketers and retailers, strategic partners,
the media and other opinion-leader audiences.
• RFA has been the industry's most forceful advocate for expanding the market
for ethanol. Just as important, we've worked to beat back aggressive
challenges to ethanol's progress from special interests seeking to maintain
fossil fuel status quo.

Some Brands Offering E15 Today

E15
• E15 is approved by EPA for all 2001 & newer vehicles, along with all
flex fuel vehicles (FFVs) and is defined as gasoline.
• Over 97% of all light duty vehicles are 2001 and newer.
• 95% of MY20 vehicles are explicitly approved for E15.
• Been in the marketplace for 7+ years. No misfueling, engine or
warranty issues reported to date.
• Roughly 2,000 stations in 31 states offer E15 today and many more
announced.
• National average price discount to regular unleaded is 2.3%.
• Sales per station vary from 10-60% of total volume:
• Reasons: Pricing, promotion, change in pattern, price sign, number of
dispensers, etc.

E15
• In order to offer to these vehicles,
retailers must:

• Post EPA label (shown here)
• Post octane
• Adopt RFA’s Misfueling Mitigation Plan
(MMP) with EPA
• Sign-up for Fuel Survey (unless taking
delivery of pre-blended E15) with RFGSA

E15 Labeling –
From the E15 RVP Rulemaking in 2019
EPA clarified the following:
• Parties may not relabel fuel dispensers
to limit E15 for use in FFVs and engines
as a mechanism to avoid complying with
EPA’s fuels regulations at 40 CFR parts
79 and 80.
• E15 is considered gasoline for purposes
of compliance with the regulations at 40
CFR parts 79 and 80.

RFA’s E15 Retailer Handbook
• Outlines regulatory requirements for E15:
• Federal and state.

• Must be promoted for compliance with
MMP.
• E15 Retail Advisory a new mandatory
addendum, recently updated.
• Available in hard copy or at:
www.EthanolRFA.org/E15RetailerHandb
ook

EPA Regulating Dispenser Configuration
• Offering E15 from the same hose as E15+ blends is NOT
APPROVED due to residual volumes post-E15+ customer.
• It is important that equipment be configured to offer another
option:
• Dedicated hose for E15.
• Common hose with E10/E0 (two options approved).
• Prove to EPA that hose residual is handled.

• Could limit options at some dispensers to make legal – have
E15 at some fueling positions, E85 at others.
• We are continuing work w/ equipment manufacturers to avoid
wrong equipment or configuration being ordered.

EPA Regulating Dispenser Configuration:
Dedicated E15 Hose

EPA Regulating Dispenser Configuration:
Common Hose – 4-gallon Minimum

EPA Regulating Dispenser Configuration:
Common Hose w/ Dedicated Fueling Position

PEI Report for USDA –
Approximate Cost for E15 Readiness
• Five different dispenser scenarios (cost/dispenser):

• Currently compatible: $1,167.
• Not compatible, upgrade to UL87A-25: $4,192 (NOTE: Wayne Fueling Systems has
changed this for their equipment)
• Not compatible, replace all with new: $20,437.
• Stand-alone E15: $31,775.
• New site, E85-compatible blender pumps: $10,901.
• Add ~$110,000, if tank needs added/replaced (10,000 gal).

• Cost can be minimal to offer E15, first retailer only had to affix labels.
• There are options to minimize costs, conversions, trade-ins, incentives.
• Report did not include pricing on tank linings, which would lower cost
significantly over replacing a tank.

E15 Equipment
• Likely heard misinformation that E15 is not compatible with today’s
equipment. Equipment manufacturers state otherwise.
• RFA’s positions is simple! All retailers must verify that all equipment at every
station is compatible with fuel. If you cannot verify, that equipment should be
replaced.
• Normally there are numerous ways to verify if equipment is compatible, but
always start with the manufacturer for the clearest information.
• If you are unsure, contact us, equipment manufacturer or Petroleum
Equipment Institute (PEI).
• Learn more at www.EthanolRFA.org/Retailers
• Don’t forget – Wayne’s E25 Standardization for Ovation & Helix!

E15
Equipment
- Tanks

Source: NREL

E15
Equipment
- Piping

Source: NREL

E15 Equipment – Pipe Dope
• Pipe dope is a sealing product used to make pipe thread joints
leak proof and pressure tight.
• Federal Process Corp., the manufacturer of Gasoila, has
reportedly more than a 90% market share and has remained the
industry go-to product for decades. Their standard blue-formula
pipe dope compatible with fuels up to 20% ethanol, it has been
for far longer than this so-called concern has been around.
• Additionally, the only other potential manufacturer, Rectorseal,
has also stated their standard formula is compatible for 15%
ethanol.

How is E15 being sold today?
• Supply:

• Utilizing blender pumps and E85, diluting with E10 or E0, to
create E15 at retail.
• Taking delivery of pre-blended E15. Some have added tanks,
or converted diesel, mid-grade or premium over to E15 or
E85.
• More terminals are offering E15!

How is E15 being sold today?
• Marketing:

• Some retailers have started marketing E15 in other ways –
Unleaded 88, Unlead88, Clean88, Regular 88, etc. This still
requires EPA E15 label and octane posting! These options are
simply additional marketing, not replacement of what is required.
• No different than supreme, performance gasoline, quality gasoline
or any of these well-known examples here.

Don’t forget about E85!
• On average, a new E85 station opened each day in 2019.
• New stations are appearing in places that have never seen E85. This is
not a 20+ year old fuel for them.
• Nebraska has a high FFV concertation, just need to connect the dots.
• More performance enthusiasts are looking for E85 – high horsepower, offroad, racing, etc. This crowd doesn’t care about price differential to RUL,
but price differential to racing fuel.
• As previously mentioned, E85 can help with E15 sales. Add E85, get E15
for free.

Incentives
• Funding initiatives come and go, always important to check.
• Some examples:

• Ethanol industry’s Prime the Pump.
• USDA’s Biofuels Infrastructure Partnership (BIP) Program – new version
coming soon!
• Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Tax Credit – reinstated!
• Various State Incentives
• Ethanol Proponents

• Interested? Talk to us and Nebraska Ethanol Board/Nebraska
Corn, we are here to help you find the incentives and walk you
through the process.

Why offer E15 and/or E85?
• Differentiate your company.
• Increase overall fuel sales.

• RUL sales dominate.
• E15 averaging above 10-60%.
• E85 averaging above 5-20%.

• Make more margin while lowering consumer price at the pump.
• Incentives available.
• Increase overall in-store sales.
• We will help you promote it!

Questions?
Please Contact:
Robert White
VP of Industry Relations
202-289-3835
rwhite@ethanolrfa.org

Cassie Mullen
Dir. of Market Development
202-289-3835
cmullen@ethanolrfa.org

www.EthanolRFA.org
www.E85prices.com

